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The Culture of Ability 

Culture means development & growth. 

The culture of a society is relative to its ability to develop & grow as a society. 

It is determined by the development & growth of its ability. 

As the ability of a society changes, so does its culture. 

When culture is compromised, the ability of a society to develop & grow is also 

compromised. 

The culture of a society that is developing & growing is a healthy culture. 

A healthy culture is dependent on political wisdom & economical wealth. 

Modern society has confused healthy development with educational knowledge. 

When knowledge is controlled, development is controlled and is no longer healthy. 

The control of education is seen as essential to a corrupt economic power that assumes 

control through political authority. 

A culture of ability that is designed to improve the wealth of those in authority is never 

healthy. 

Compromising an individual’s ability to develop & grow with both wealth & wisdom does 

not create a healthy culture for society. 

The growth of a society is achieved solely through the development of all its Individuals, not 

because of the political authority and the economic power of its ruling elite. 

The Economics of Power 

The Economics of Power is how, as a society, we use our emotional energy resources co-

operatively. 

Economics is the study of how to share co-operatively in the most effective and beneficial 

way. 

It is the science of how we choose to invest our emotional power, as opposed to Sociology, 

which studies the effects of people giving away their emotional power. 

Economy is the balance between ‘plenty’ & ‘poverty’, ‘gluttony’ & ‘scarcity, and 

‘extravagance’ & ‘frugality’. 

It is how I access enough of everything from the infinite abundance that is Life. 
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Modern society is confused between the riches of money and its emotional wealth. 

When left to his own devices to provide for himself, Man has created a powerful economy 

that feeds the rich to the detriment of the poor. 

E-co-nomical power provides emotional wealth. 

Economics has become the study of the fiscal success of financial riches, not the power of 

emotional wealth. 

The pursuit of success through monetary gain will never be economical with either my power 

or my emotions. 

The Politics of Authority 

The Politics of Authority is how, as a society, we co-operatively make choices. 

Political governance is how the few carry out the choices of the many. 

Politics gives the authority of a society’s choice to an elected representative, to carry it out. 

It is how we effectively move society forward by making choices that benefit society in 

general. 

Modern society is confused between status, wisdom and authority. 

Authorised representatives in government are granted status in the absence of wisdom. 

Poli-tics mean the thoughts of the many. 

When the thoughts of the few are focused on their own status and the benefits of their status, 

the choices of the many become compromised. 

Without wisdom, status allows an abuse of authority. 

The pursuit of status with authority and without wisdom will never attain political 

correctness. 

The wisdom of the authority of its politics relative to the wealth of the power of its 

economics determines the health of the ability of any culture to develop & grow in a benign 

& beneficial well. 
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